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This passage bears the closest verbal resemblance to Swift, but the 
entire satire is an elaboration of the thought that old age is a curse. 

The same thought is expressed by Terpsio in the sixth Dialogue 
of the Dead: 

"In my opinion (oh Pluto) the oldest ought to die first, and 
the rest in their turn successively, without ipermitting an old gouty 
dotard to live, after he has lost the use of his senses, and is at best 
but an animated tomb.... The grievance would be somewhat 
alleviated, if one could but know how long they were to live, that 
one might avoid a tedious and fruitless courtship." 

These last passages seem to have served as suggestions for the 
episode of the Struldbruggs, though they are by no means extensive 
sources. There can be no doubt that Swift knew his Lucian, though 
he drew upon the latter for occasional ideas, rather than for general 
method. The problem of the sources of Gulliver has been con- 
sistently ignored. In a future article I hope to throw some new 
light on the debt of Swift to Cyrano de Bergerac's Histoire Comique 
des Etats et Empires dt Soleil. WILLIAM A. EDDY. 

Princeton University. 

REVIEWS 

Cleanness, an Alliterative Tripartite Poem on the Deluge, the 
Destruction of Sodom, and thel Death of Belshazzar, by the 
Poet of Pearl. Edited by Sir Israel Gollanez. Select Early 
English Poems vii. Oxford University Press, 1921. 

PTrofessor Gollancz's edition of Cleanness (Purity) differs from 
my own' in several respects: the poem is printed in quatrains, 
many emendations are introduced in the text, and the notes are, 
in general, limited to explanation of these emendations and of 
difficult words and phrases. A second volume is to contain a 
glossary and illustrative texts. 

In the Preface, which summarizes what is known concerniing the 
plan, date, and sources of the poem, the editor makes the new sug- 
gestion that in several passages, especially lines 148 f., 697-708, 
1129-48, the poet was influenced by the Bookc of the Knight of La 

3Vol. III, pages 442-3. 
' Purity, Yale Studies in English, Lxr, New Haven, 1920. 
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Tour Landry, in the originaal French. This dependence, if proved, 
would be of importance in dating the poem, as the Knight tells us 
that he composed his treatise on etiquette in 1371. But the paral- 
lels are surely too slight to show that the author of Purity was 
familiar with the Knight's work. The point which Professor Gol- 
lancz considers most important is that which concerns line 148: 
'Ilopez 1'ou I be a harlot P'i erigaut to prayse.' This line, he 
thinks, can only be rightly interpreted in the light of the Knight's 
anecdote of the young squire who is rebuked for wearing a ' cote 
hardy' resembling a minstrel's. But it is not at all necessary to 
assume from the line in Purity that ' it is by no means a shabby 
garment that is referred to, but something ultra-fashionable, or 
such as to provoke antagonism, at all events a costume likely to 
win the praise of a low-minded person.' On the contrary, the 
context, with its references to 'no festival frok, bot fyled with 
werkkez' (136), 'wedez so fowle' (140), ' so ratted a robe' (144), 
'Pat goun feble' (145), seem to me absolutely to forbid that the 
' erigatut ' be thought of here as 'something ultra-fashionable.' I 
take the line to mean nothing more than: 'Do you expect me to 
be base enough to praise your cloak?' i. e., ' How can I do other- 
wise than condemn it?' This is simply one of many lines in 
expansion of the story of the man without a wedding garment. 

Professor Gollancz does not discuss in detail the vexed questioni 
of the relative chronology of the poems by the author of The Pearl, 
but that he still clings to Ten Brink's order may be inferred from 
his incidental remark that 'Patience, from the artistic standpoint, 
could hardly have preceded Cleanness,' anid from a few footnotes 
in refutation of my arguments for the priority of Patience. It is 
perhaps noteworthy that he does not here repeat the opinion ex- 
pressed in his preface to Patience and elsewhere, that Gawain is 
the earliest of the four poems, an assumption that is extremely 
improbable.2 

The division into quatrains, first suggested by Professor Gollancz 
in the Cambridge History of Englisht Literature (i, 361), has 

2 See my edition of Purity, pp. xxxiii ff. It is interesting to find that 
in his new edition of Pearl, which came into my hands after this review 
was written, Gollanez definitely retracts his earlier viewA of the priority of 
Galwaiun, and is 'at present inclined to the view that a long period inter- 
vened between the homiletic poems and the matured excellence of Gawain ' 
(p. xxxvi) . 
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been definitely adopted in this edition, as it was in that of Patience, 
in the same series. That the poet frequently grouped his lines in 
fours is plain, not only from the marginal marks in the manuscript, 
but from the natural division of lines in Purity and Patience, as 
contrasted., for example, with that in Gawain or The Wars of 
Alexander. But whether this justifies one in printing the poems 
in quatrains is a disputable matter. The poet himself did not 
adhere carefully to this scheme, especially at the end of the poem, 
where the editor is obliged to assume stanzas of five lines in four 
cases (1541-5; 1586-90; 1757-61; 1762-6), and stanzas of two 
lines in two cases (1591-2; 1791-2), in order to retain the quatrain 
arranagement in other places.3 It is to Professor Gollancz's credit 
that he is courageous enough to attribute the confusion to the 
author, and not to the scribe. That the so-called 'stanzas' are 
not really units of thonlght may be easily seen from the editor's 
punctuation of lines 33 to 48, where commas occUr at the end of 
the quatrains and heavier punctuation withini them. Many of the 
editor's periods at the end of quatrains are factitious, since the 
lines might often just as easily be read as couplets or in groups of 
six, and the modern reader who finds the long homily in verse 
more attractive in this form must remember that the division is 
frequently one for the outwvard eye only. In some cases, it is true, 
the recognition of the tendency to quatrains has resulted in a 
better punctuation anad interpretation of thought; for example, 
Gollanez's periods after lines 796 and 1020 are probably better 
than my commas. But, on the other hand, the editor's insistence 
on the quatrain arrangement has sometimes resulted in what seems 
to me a misinterpretation of the passage, at line 20, for example, 
where the period obscures the dependence of the 'nif '-clause on 
the so of line 17; or at least in an unnatural grouping of the lines, 
as at lines 388-9, where a semi-colon divides the two clauses be- 
ginning with surmme.4 

I The scribe was not so clever as Professor Gollanez in discovering the 
precise points at which the poet lapsed from regularity; he continues to 
insert his marginal marks at 1569, 1573, 1581, 1589, where there can be no 
division, and again at 1761, 1765, 1769, 1773, 1777, 1781, etc., where per- 
haps his division is as likely as Professor Gollancz's. 

4For further discussion of this problem, see Purity, pp. xliii fT., where I 
have perhaps understated the importance of the grouping in four lines, 
and Emerson, Modern Language Notes xxxi, 2-4, on the grouping in 
Patience. 
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Only in a very few instances does Professor Gollancz read the 
manuscript differently from previous editors, and these are cases, 
for the most part, where the original reading has been blurred or 
altered. I think he is wrong in reading forlete) instead of forlote3 
(101), fyltyr instead of fylter (224), rysod instead of rysed (1203), 
loued instead of laued (1703), enfannined instead of enfaminied 
(1194), though in the last case the appearance of two strokes 
instead of one (over the i's) may be due to the rotograph. 3isse 
(229) cannot be right; the manuscript may be read Pis or 3is, as 
the first letter is very indistinict, but there is no room for any other 
letters before hit. On the other hand, Gollancz may be right in 
seeing a 3 at the end of stande (1618), and in reading hale3, not 
houe3 (458), where the manuscript is very much blotted. 

The many important emendations are a welcome contribution 
to the interpretation of this most difficult text, and the most 
valuable part of Gollanez's edition, in spite of the fact that the 
manuscript has been too frequently tampered with without suffi- 
cient reason. Of the emendations proposed for the first time, 
some should be accepted at once: fetei' for fete (177) ; slcylnade 
(ON. skilnabr) for skeynalde or skyiualde (329), which solves the 
mystery of a much-discussed line; sotyly for sothly (654) ; per 
for Pe (1766). Others range from ingenious changes which are 
very plausible to mechanical alteration for the sake of grammatical 
consistency or a smoother reading. Among the plausible emenda- 
tions I should include ferke3 for ferre (98), seventepe for seven4pe 
(427, translating the Vulgate septimodecimo), bydene for by ene 
(659), gounes for gomes5 (1315), leue for loue (1419), P'ydres 
for Pede (1717). Among the unnecessary grammatical changes is 
marred for MS. marre, third plural (279), as a present tense 
(bygynnez) occurs in the next line. Even myrle[d] (475) and 
walle[d] (1390) are hazardous emendations, in view of the possi- 
bility that the Northern loss of the final dental is characteristic 
of the author's dialect.6 Still more hazardous are the many minor 

I Emerson (Journal of English and Germanic PhiZology xx, 234) suggests 
gemes (for gemmes). Another of Emerson's suggestions, bame 'balm, 
comfort' (ibid., p. 238) for banne (620) is proposed independently by 
Gollanez, whose form bawine is perhaps preferable. This is undoubtedly 
the right word. 

a See Mabel Day, Modern Language Review xiv, 413, and Emerson, 
Journal of English and Germanic Philology xx, 230. 
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changes made for the sake of avoiding awkwardlness or increasing 
the smoothness of the line.7 What can possibly justify the omission 
of the second he in line 1423: 'For he waytez on wyde, his wenches 
he byholdes'? The metrical scheme of the second half-line is 
exactly the same as that in the line following-' aboute bi pe wo3es.' 

Other emendations, due to fancied difficulties, are equally un- 
necessary. 'jP'e moste mountaynez on mor Penne watz no more dry3e 
(385), Gollancz alters to 'Pe moste mountaynez on mor Penne 
[on] more dry3e,' which he interprets 'the highest mountains on 
the moor then alone were more dry, i. e. less submerged than the 
rest,' the reason for the change being the fact that the next line 
declares '& P'eron flokked pe folke.' But one may easily interpret 
the line as it stands to mean not that the mountains were com- 
pletely covered, but simply that the waters of the flood were 
creeping upon even the highest of them; the floating comparative 
'more dry3e' of the emendation makes more difficulty than the 
manuscript reading.8 

In attempting to restore the alliteration by means of emendation, 
Gollancz has made many needless changes and suggested others, 
because he failed to take into account the poet's use of double 
alliteration, especially of the type a a b b, a common characteristic 
of Middle English alliterative verse, and his practise of permitting 
an unstressed syllable to take the alliteration.9 In line 345: 
"Now Noe," quoj oure lorde, " art Jvou al redy? "' Gollanez sug- 
gests lede for al, and similarly in line 1304: '& Nabugo de Nozar 
makes much joye,' he suggests nouthe for much; but the manu- 
script is justified in each case by the same form of alliteration 
(a a b b) in line 299: 'Sem soply pat on, pat oJ'er hy3t Cam,' 
and line 1573: 'out-taken bare two, & Penne he P'e Prydde.' In 
view of these cases, another tempting emendation leue to beiie 

7 Here I should include vponande for vpon (318); pat for per (432); 
wythfor pat (594) ; I for & (917) ; so inserted after for (1057) ; hat] for 
is (1143) ; hem inserted after spylt (1220) ; he inserted after hade (1336); 
per for Pat (1532); he inserted before cluchches, 'bend' (1541); his for 
pat (1811). 

8The following changes are unnecessary for various reasons: forberde 
for forferde (1051) ; prystyly for pryuyly (1107) ; plit strange for plit 
stronge, 'great sin' (1494; see NED. for both meanings). 

OK. Schumacher, Studien iuber den Stabreim in der me. Alliterations- 
dichtung (Bonn, 1914), p. 27. 
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(1692) is unwise, since the alliteration may be: 'Baltazar vmbe- 
brayde hym, & " Leue sir," he sayde.' Line 745: 'Jpen Abraham 
obeched hym & lo31y him ponkkez,' suffers an extraordinary change 
at the editor's hands, becoming 'pen [pe burne] obeched hym & 
[b]o3[som]ly him ponkkez.' But even if 'obeched is obviously 
the alliterating word,' as Gollanez says, the alliteration may be 
on the unstressed o, not on the b, and by changing io3iy to he3ly 
(compare Gawain 773), surely a much less violent emendation, we 
have a lilne with regular vowel-alliteration.10 

Since Professor Gollancz's own suggestions for the emendation 
of the text are so numerous and so important, it is singularly 
unfortunate that his editorial method does not permit him to give 
proper acknowledgment to the many scholars who have preceded 
him in endeavoring to interpret the difficulties of the text, and to 
distinguish between those emendations which have beeln proposed 
in print by others, and those appearing for the first time in his 
edition. Aside from some thirty obvious corrections of the manu- 
script which every editor or commentator has made mechanically, 
there are fifty-six emendations adopted in the present text which 
had been previously proposed by other students of the poem. Of 
these only nineteen are attributed to those who first proposed 
them in prilnt, and though they may have occurred to the present 
editor independently, this hardly excuses his failure at least to 
menition the fact that he has been anticipated.1' 

Similarly, even a desire to avoid controversy and condense as 
much as possible hardly excuses the careless and misleading way 
in which Professor Gollancz employs the phrase 'hitherto unex- 
plained.' It is hardly fair, for example, to use the expression in 
connection with an interpretation of the difficult lines 433-4 which 
differs somewhat from four previously suggested (see my edition). 

"Vowels of course alliterate freely with h before vowels; cf. lines 11, 14. 
" For example, Morris changed styste; Pat my; to stynte; pat ny3t 

(359); Bateson proposed forlpering for forering (3), and heryed for heyred 
(1527) ; Emerson proposed bekyr ande bol[l]e (1474) ; sanctorum [Per] 
sopefast (1491). As my own edition came into Professor Gollancz's hands 
only after part of his was already in type, lie can hardly be blamed for 
not mentioning the fact that I anticipatedi him in adopting heven for 
her even (50); so wer for sower (69); murnande (I read mornande) for 
wepande (778); per for Pen (926); nomen (Emerson, too, pr-oposed 
nomon) for no mnon (1002) ; smelle for synne (1019). 
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So, after Professor Emerson (and I, independently) had given an 
explanation of the word ungoderly (145), it is disconcerting to 
find what seems to me an extremely fantastic etymology proposed 
in this manner: ' This word, hitherto unexplainled, seems an Eng- 
lishing of "boner" (i. e. bonaire, a common ME. form for 
deboner, debollaire) =- well-bred, with the negative prefix =" de 
mal aire," ill-mannered. The -ly suffix was due to analogy with 
" ungodly." ' Finally, it should be noted that for olipraunce 
(1349) 'of hitherto unknown origin,' the editor elaborately pre- 
sents an etymology (the French name Olibrius) proposed as long 
ag,o as 1890 by Henry Bradley (Academy, January 11). 

The notes contain many ingenious and valuable explanations of 
obscure words and phrases, though the etymologies suggested are 
sometimes far-fetched. Jumpred,? 'confusion ' (491) is more 
likely to be coninected with Chaucer's verb jflmpre (Troilus 2. 
1037) than with jumper, 'bore with a jumper,' a technical mean- 
ing which has every appearance of being modern. ' For pat schewe 
me schale in P'o schyre howsez' (553) is paraphrased 'Because it, 
i. e. a speck or spot, is shunned in those radiant mansions,' schewe 
being considered aphetic for eschewe, ' avoid.' But this is seeking, 
trouble; schewe means 'appear' and taking me as 'one,' the line 
may be translated ' In order that one shall appear,' etc. Gollanez's 
defense of the manuscript hokyllen (1267, I emended to he kyllen), 
as ' hockle, cut down (like grass),' now seems to me right. ' Stepe 
stayred stones' (1396), usually translated ' brightly gleamed 
jewels,' cannot mean ' ascended the staired stones,' because ' step ' 
is not used in this sense without a preposition. Gollanez's con- 
niection of umbepour (1384) with umbethourid, which occurs twice 
in The Wars of Alexander (3857, 4806) is probably correct, though 
the line is still obscure. I suggest the possibility of putting a 
comma after Prowen, and paraphrasing lines 1383-4 'Pinnacled 
towers at intervals, the length of twenty spears apart, and (even) 
more thickly crowded, surrounded by a paling set crosswise.' That 
med (1391) is related to OE. gemet, 'measure,' or mode (1635) 
to ON. mrt, 'stamp,' or 'mark,' seems to me semantically im- 
probable and phonologically impossible. In several instances 
Gollanez assumes that final y is the equivalent of e-skyly (62), 
mayny-molde (514); clyvy (1692), which he derives from OE. 
clife) ; but if this is true, it is possibly only a scribal error, as in 
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each case a y is found in the syllable preceding.12 One of the most 
ingenious suggestions in the book is J'ydres 'bowls, vessels,' 
Vulgate hydria, for the difficult Pede (1717). Here, as elsewhere, 
Gollancz is careful to state precisely how the corruption of the 
text may have come about. 

This review has naturally emphasized the points in which I 
dissent from Professor Gollancz, but I have not undertaken to 
discuss the differences, which are many, in the general plan and 
scope of his edition and my own. In spite of the fact that Pro- 
fessor Gollancz has solved, or at least brought us nearer the solution 
of, many cruces in Purity, fascinating problems of textual inter- 
pretation still remain. It is to be hoped that the appearance of two 
new editions of a poem long unduly neglected will direct attentio;n 
not only to these problems, but to the importance of Purity in its 
relationship to the other poems of the alliterative school. 

ROBERT J. MENNER. 
Yale University. 

Das dichterische Kunstwerk. Grundbegriffe der Urteilsbildung in 
der Literaturgeschichte von E. ERMATINGER. Leipzig und 
Berlin, B. G. Teubner, 1921. viii + 405 pp. 

What principles shall guide us in estimating the poet and his 
work? Such is the main question proposed in this book. As 
between two prevalent methods, the one historical, objective, and 
descriptive (tending to formalism), the other subjective and philo- 
sophical (tending to caprice), the author believes in der Mitten 
liegt holdes Bescheiden. While the critic should not be dominated 
by an ideal of abstract verity (unattainable anyway), he must have 
a sense of responsibility, appealing to his scientific and his social 
conscience. 

The first distinction is between Welt and Ich. By Welt is meant 
not Ding an sich (excluded from the discussion as unknowable), 
but a sort of Gesamtich, a conventionalized ego, formed by tradi- 

I But Emerson (Publ. Mod. Lang. Assoc., xxxvii, 58 f.) cites many 
examples from this manuscript which seem to show that this representa- 
tion of final unstressed e reflects confusion in the language itself. 
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